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Abstract. We consider a curvature model for bilayer vesicles with an 
area-difference elasticity or non-local bending-energy term. Such a model in-
terpolates between the bilayer-couple and spontaneous-curvature models. We 
report preliminary results for the budding transition. The shape transformation 
between the dumbbell and the pear phases can be continuous or discontinuous 
depending on the ratio of the non-local to the local bending rigidities. 
1. The model 
Vesicles exhibit an amazing variety of different shapes. Transformations 
between these shapes can be induced by changing externaJ parameters such as 
temperature or osmotic conditions . OUf understanding of these phenomena is 
largely based on the analysis of simple curvature models [1]. In these models the 
vesicle is described as a two-dimensional surface whose shape is determined by 
minimizing an appropriate curvature energy under constraints on the enclosed 
volume V and the total area A = 41T R2, where R defines a length scale. Two 
such models have been studied so far in some detail : (i) In the bilayer-couple 
or area-difference (t.A-) model [2,3]' the curvature energy is given by 
G = (,,/2) f dA(e, + e,)', (1) 
where C1 and C2 are the two principal curvatures and ~ is the local bending 
rigidity. In addition, the shape is subject to a constraint on the area difference 
.6.A ~ D f dA(CI + C2 ) between the inner and outer monolayers, which have 
a separation D. (ii) In the spontaneous-curvature (SC-) model [4], the latter 
constraint is dropped but in the curvature energy (1) (e, + C,) is replaced by 
(C1 +C2-CO), where Co is a spontaneous curvature. The two models are related 
by a Legendre transformation and have, therefore, the same stationary shapes 
but rather different phase diagrams, which have recently been investigated 
systematically [5,6]. At present, experiments [7-9] favour tbe bilayer-couple 
approachi but I there are still discrepancies between experiment and theory, 
which are critically reviewed in Refs. 8-10. 
Both models can be considered as special cases of a more general curvature 
model which reads, 
F = ("/2) f dA(C, + e, - Co)' + ("'1f/2AD')(t.A - t.Ao)'. (2) 
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The second term formally attributes an elastic energy to deviations of the 
area difference AA from an unstretched equilibrium value ~Ao· This term 
has been derived long ago from the bending of two unconnected monolayers, 
which leads to this "non-local bending resistence" [l1J, compare also Refs. 12 
and 13. Using elastic models for the two monolayers, these derivations show 
that the non-local bending rigidity",' has the same order of magnitude as Ii.. 
Therefore, (2) might be considered more realistic than the .6.A- or SC-models, 
which are recovered for 1>.' = 00 or It = 0, respectively. Minimization of (2) for 
fixed A and V leads, again, to the same stationary shapes as the two original 
models. Indeed, there is a simple mapping between the .6.A-model and the 
model (2), which is most conveniently expressed in dimensionless variables , 
ffi :; ~ALE2oaF I ffio = ~AoLE2oaFI Co = CoR, and the dimensionless ratio of 
the two bending rigidities 0 _ ~D / Ii: Every stationary shape in the ~AJmodeF 
with reduced area difference m and energy G( m) is also a stationary shape in 
model (2) for 
ffio = m + (G' L~ - 2co)/n, (3) 
where G' _ GG/8m denotes the derivative of the curvature energy (1) in the 
AA-model along the branch of stationary shapes at fixed A and V. This 
condition follows from the variation of (2) with respect to AA. Thus, the 
knowledge of the energy G as a function of m in the .6.A-model allows I in 
principle, a derivation of the phase diagram for (2), which depends on the four 
variables, cr,cD,mO, and the reduced volume v = V/(47rR3j3)_ 
2. The budding transition 
In this contribution, we report preliminary results [14] for the part of the 
phase diagram of model (2) where budding occurs. This shape transformation 
involves up/down symmetric prolate shapes or "dumbbells", up/down asym-
metric "pears" and fully vesiculated shapes with necks of microscopic diameter. 
Experimentally, the symmetry-breaking transition has been reported both as 
a continuous transition [7J and as a discontinuous transition from proJates to 
vesiculated shapes without pear-shaped intermediates [9J. In addition, even if 
the symmetry breaking is continuous and leads to stable pears, there is some 
evidence for a discontinuous shrinkage of the neck and irreversibility (hystere-
sis) in the final vesiculation process [8,9J. 
For the model (2), the relevant part of the three-dimensional phase diagram 
for a typical (fixed) reduced volume (v = 0.8) is showlI in Fig. I. This phase 
diagram is obtained by using the mapping (3) and the energy G( m) of the 
dumbbells and pears, as displayed ill Fig. 4 of Ref. 6 (with m = 4"Aa). 
For ex = 00, which corresponds to the A.A-model, the transition or bifurcation 
between the dumbbells and the pears is continuous at mo == me, independent 
of Co· With decreasing n, this transition remains continuous and is given by 
rno :;:: me + (G'c/I\. - 2co)/n, where the subscript C refers to the bifurcation 
point in the ~AJmodel. The local topology of the bifurcation is preserved as 
long as the mapping (3) is monotonic. On further decreasing 0', it becomes 
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Fig. 1; Schematic phase diagram for model (2) at fixed reduced volume 
v = 0.8. The sheets C and D denote continuous and discontinuous transitions 
between the dumbbells and the pears. These sheets are separated by the tri-
critical line T. The sheet L marks the continuous transition to the vesiculated 
shape consisting of two spheres. For large cr < co these shapes have a finite 
region of existence bounded by the sheet E, which denotes the transition to a 
sphere-plus-ellipse shape. 
non-monotonic (first at the bifurcation point) if Q < QT = -G'CI"', where 
Gc < 0 denotes the second derivative of the energy G along the pear-shaped 
branch at the hifurcation point. This leads to a wing [6] in the F(rno)-curve 
and, thus, to a discontinuous transition between the dumbbells and the pears 
for Q < aT_ Therefore, 0' = nTE~ 2.5 for v = 0.8) corresponds to a tricritical 
line independent of Co (which becomes a tricritical surface fiT(V) in the full four-
dimensional phase diagram). The smaller fi the more pronounced becomes the 
first-order transition. At a = OJ one recovers the discontinous transition of the 
SC-model independent of rno. 
Consider now the transition from the pear to the limiting (L), fully vesicu-
lated shape, which consists of two spheres sitting on top of each other connected 
by a narrow neck. In the 6.A-model the pears approach this limit continuously 
as rno is increased. Due to its geometrical constraints, such a shape requires 
a particular rno = mL in the .6.A-model. For 010 > ffiL, the fully vesiculated 
shapes consist of an ellipse and a sphere connected by an infinitesimal neck. 
For a < 00 the limit shape with the two spheres exists over a finite range of 
rno-values, the width of which scales like - 1/0. (compare Fig. I). However, 
with decreasing 0. additional first-order transitions to vesiculated shapes with 
more necks or consisting of more complicated segments (such as a dumbbell on 
top of a sphere) become relevant. 
In conclusion t the order of the budding transition and the sequence of 
vesiculated shapes depends crucially on the ratio of the two bending rigidities. 
In order to correlate the theoretical results with the various experimental find-
ings beyond mere fitting, an independent measurement of the non-local bending 
rigidity is required. 
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